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The Car Bible is supported by readers. When you purchase through a link on our site, we may earn affiliate commissions. Learning more about RV life may sound interesting. You spend days exploring new places, driving around the country and discovering new sights, as well as enjoying various camping and adventure spots. But one of the most important aspects of hitting the
road in your RV is driving. And driving can be a serious obstacle. You can get lost on new roads, end up stuck in traffic, and even struggle to find campsites or resting places. All these road challenges can make the time you spend behind the wheel of your RV quite frustrating. However, if you have a GPS RV, you can make any drive much easier. With GPS RV, you can easily and
easily navigate your way to any destination. And with a variety of different models to choose from, we've rounded up a selection of the best GPS RV devices here. The First Best GPS RV is Garmin Portable GPS Navigator. While you can catch a glimpse of the price and disappear into the sun (don't worry, we don't blame you), the amazing features this device offers are more than
worth it. Customized RV routing is ideal for cross-country RVers, as the weight, height, and length of your motorHome are all taken into account when arranging routes for your trip. No need to panic that your RV won't fit under the bridge anymore! With this incredible device at your fingertips, it seems almost impossible to get lost thanks to an accessible 7-inch screen and extra
loud speakers to steer you over your noisy family babble. Included in your purchase are free Lifetime Maps and live traffic updates. Garmin GPS Navigator will definitely do all the hard work, allowing you to sit, relax, and focus just on the road ahead. TomTom's 5-Inch Bluetooth GPS Navigator will always be one step ahead of us humans. From the moment someone places their
trust in this device, they will be a passenger on each subsequent journey. Just press the microphone button, talk to TomTom, and he'll take you where you need to be (without any extra stress attached!). Our favorite feature just has to be a screen split that clearly alerts the driver when it's time to get off the highway. T again, TomTom puts the safety of your family at the heart of its
design by displaying the speed limit on the screen at all times. This smart device even knows the mileage you need to get to your destination! If your RV hands over a ghost, this RV GPS Roadside Assistance function will immediately alert the breakdown crew – don't walk through the rain to get to the roadside phone from now on! And you'll receive a split-second update on
everything from weather to blocked roads. Are you struggling with your vision and struggling to read maps while trying to navigate your RV? Rand McNally's ginormous seven-inch touchscreen even allows visually impaired drivers to enjoy the benefits of a GPS touchscreen. Your vision goes further by an indestructible magnetic mountain that promises to remain intact even on
bumpy mountain roads. Rand McNally's products are ideal for truckers as the IntelliRoute TND 740 offers superior dedicated lane guidance for larger vehicles when driving through complex intersections or windy routes. Overall, a total of 35 percent more truck routing information was provided by Rand McNally than any other GPS brand. Even the most experienced truck drivers
give this impressive RV GPS five stars, so we're sure you'll love it too. If you're looking for a GPS RV that does almost anything and offers the latest technological innovations, it's hard to beat the Garmin GPS RV 785 &amp; Traffic Advanced. The device may be small at just 0.93 x 7.84 x 4.79 inches overall, but its seven-inch display offers a lot of information that will greatly help
RV drivers. It offers a special routing that takes into account the size and weight of your RV, choosing the best route for your unique vehicle. It warns you of upcoming challenges such as steep climbs, sharp curves, road weight limits, and more. And this GPS RV will help you stay safe with features that support cameras such as lane departure alerts, advanced collision alerts, and
POV backup cameras. There's even a built-in dashboard camera that will record your RV drive, storing footage in case of an incident or accident. When it's time to get out of the way and find the camp, you'll love the useful RV directory included with this GPS. This can lead you to countless parks and RV services, including Ultimate Public Campgrounds, KOAs, PlanRV, and
TripAdvisor information. You will always know where you are going and what is ahead with this very helpful device. Although reviewers criticized the impossibility of setting up Magellan's RoadMate, when it was finally installed it was an RV GPS that was hard to beat. The seven-inch screen is the ideal size for most drivers; regardless of the size of their vehicle. And this model will
definitely keep you in check: Magellan's RoadMate isn't one that shys away from warning drivers about breaking the speed limit! And you shouldn't be speeding because the 7-inch screen will always display the speed limit and even warn you of upcoming changes. As implied in the name, Magellan's RoadMate will be your friend through thick and thin – even allowing a connection
to your phone and working amazingly as a hands-free set. We recommend taking some time before reaching the path to browse the various features on offer as a large number of them can be overwhelming. Overall, this is a progressive update of the previous model and one we strongly endorse. come back again and pull out all the stops with their fantastic TomTom VIA GPS
system. You don't have to guess quickly between one turn or another! This is thanks to tomtom's seasonal map update which even includes related details such as road and speed limit changes. And by by connect the device back to the computer, you will receive the most advanced updates that will improve your TomTom performance even more. We all secretly (or not secretly)
hate drivers who cut five lanes in a few seconds flat, so when we are the culprits themselves it is hard not to cringe at our questionable self-driving. Fortunately, TomTom VIA allows its drivers to prepare to exit in plenty of time by highlighting the best routes with solid blue arrows. Buy this model and prepare your expectations to exceed. What we love about Garmin's Dezl 770
LMTHD is a model designed specifically for truck drivers - a group often left in the mud by manufacturers who prefer to make big money from sports car drivers. But this product is worth the weight of the gold. All you have to do is enter the dimensions of your truck and trailer and from you get into a parallel universe of stress-free driving. Who knew it was possible? Garmin has
thought of everything. Manufacturers have even programmed their devices to report accidents and warned its drivers of the country's borders and steep hills. Although a little pricey, peace of mind knowing you'll never be put in a situation where the height of your vehicle is a matter of worth a dime. Lastly, Rand McNally's Ginormous Intelliroute TND tablets are huge in every way.
For a start, it can withstand a huge amount of onboard storage - 16GB to be exact! And it serves large vehicles too, priding itself on helping truckers to avoid traps on their routes. But the biggest feature of all should be dash-cam. Although many drivers complain about the quality of the camera itself is not good, the camera is only there to hold the driver to account and not take
pretty pictures of the surrounding landscape. And to pay their users extra coverage on the highway, the built-in camera faces out the rear window to provide drivers with 360 degrees of protection. This is a quality product worth every penny of the price. Shopping for an RV gps is not easy. As GPS technology has made leaps and steps in recent years, there is a huge selection of
devices available. While some are designed only for RV drivers, others are not. And the features, benefits, and capabilities of different models can make choosing the best of many difficult. Here are some features you can look for to make sure you buy a quality GPS RV. Customized Routes While all GPS devices can curate routes to your desired destination that are convenient
and fast, only RV GPS devices take into account the specific needs and considerations of RV drivers. YV is big, heavy vehicles, and sometimes they can't take the same route as passenger cars. GPS RV will create a safe and suitable route for RVs, These more specialized devices can also offer unique suggestions or directions tailored for larger vehicles. Bluetooth Bluetooth
connectivity The ability is very useful when you are behind the wheel. Bluetooth-enabled GPS RVs will allow you to use GPS without having to press a button, use a touch screen, or take your eyes off the road. You can use Bluetooth connectivity to make hands-free phone calls and control other features while staying safe behind the wheel. Built-in Dash Cam Dash cameras are
becoming increasingly popular as they not only capture incidents and accidents that may occur on the road, but they also record unexpected events. This can be very important in understanding who is at fault in accidents both minor and major, and it can also give you peace of mind when the camera captures everything played on the road. Safety Features Some GPS devices
can really improve your safety when you drive your RV. Many GPS RV devices come with additional features that can offer better visibility or even notifications of potential hazards or obstacles. For example, an RV GPS device might be able to warn you when you drift out of the lane or see an object behind you while you back up. These additional features can offer important
insights that help you avoid collisions or other incidents while you're driving such a large vehicle. GPS Why You Should Use GPS RV Any GPS Device is very helpful. GPS devices eliminate the need to rely on paper maps, word of mouth, or visual cues. Your GPS RV can do all the routing for you, giving you turn-by-turn steps and guiding you to your chosen destination. But this
great convenience isn't the only reason you should use a GPS RV. Here are just a few reasons you want to have GPS on your side on your next RV trip. You will Save Time and Avoid Traffic Is there anything more frustrating than hitting the highway only to stop immediately due to traffic? With GPS RV, you can avoid these common driving woes. GPS can check for congestion,
estimating how much time it takes if you follow a different route. It will find the fastest and most efficient option, helping you spend less time sitting in traffic and more time exploring different destinations. Using RV GPS can save you a lot of time, especially if you're driving in areas where you're not familiar with peak traffic periods. Part of the fun of RV life is driving to a new
destination. However, it can come with a considerable complication: getting lost in unfamiliar areas. GPS RVs can prevent you from getting lost. GPS devices can help you find your way easily whether you're walking around campsites, down small-town streets, or along major highways. To as you go, your GPS can guide you to make sure you don't get lost somewhere you've
never been. You'll Enjoy special Recommendations Depending on the type of GPS RV you choose, you may also be able to get more than just directions to your destination. Some devices include real-time information about your traffic, road construction, and even your local area Through. You may be able to get specific recommendations on different routes or find campsites that
offer RV camping spots. Some RV GPS devices even offer advice for nearby gas stations, restaurants and resting places. RV GPS Types Adventurers who like different modes of travel can support this type of GPS tracking because they can easily switch it from one vehicle to another. And be ware of you if it is important to buy a ride while driving so that you do not put yourself in
danger when on the road. And we all know that with passengers holding your GPS, the sound will most likely be raised! This tracking method is ideal for those with an active lifestyle. But driving can be stressful due to screen size. Any functional GPS RV must have a screen size ranging from 5 inches so they can analyze the trajectory they propose safely and in detail. The built-in
GPS system arguably produces the best results for RVer - because the system knows the specifications of its vehicles and thus provides special instructions at every turn. But if you have multiple vehicles, it can often confuse driving without instructions in one without a GPS system. Best GPS RV FAQ: T: What is GPS RV and how does it work? A: Buying GPS for your motorhome
is a statement that you are willing to invest in the life of the RV. Specially designed for use in trucks, trailers, and campers, this amazing device will make you wish that you were giving temptation faster! Some of their features include; Route customization, traffic and road alerts, suggest alternative routes, and pitstop recommendations. Basically, the RV GPS works as it should if
the owner is aware of an incident in the outside world while driving. Q: Does the RV GPS unit have a travel planner? A: Not all RV GPS units have a travel planner: but top brands want to launch these modern features into their devices. If your unit doesn't include the option to plan a trip, then many useful apps like 'Road Trip Planner' for travel and 'The Ultimate US Public
Campground Project' when hunting nearby campsites to stop at will come in handy. Both are compatible with iPad and iPhone and are worth the weight in gold. Navigation Device Q: Do all RV GPS systems have lifetime updates? A: The difference between an RV GPS system that doesn't have a lifetime update - which tells its users about traffic and road conditions in real-time -
between being done is colossal. In other words, it's like checking two different types of devices. Not all GPS RV systems have lifetime updates and only include lifetime maps. But if you have extra money to splash, update for life valuable features that will not lose their value in the long run. Q: What is a good brand of GPS RV? A: Garmin - How can any RVer not love Garmin? The
company has been shaming its competitors since 1989 since it began supplying the U.S. military with GPS systems during the first Gulf War. First. their nearly twenty years of experience in aiming to impress consumers has certainly paid off because of how much the company has grown. However, one limitation for non-U.S. buyers is that Garmin's design maps are solely for use
around the continental U.S. and Canada. TomTom - This Dutch electronics company founded in 1991 prides itself on the vast kilometers of global maps they have. With 123 million points of interest and 64 million kilometers of global maps, TomTom is a company that refuses to put limits on its success. And they've even launched their 'TomTom Go' for mobile that can switch
between 2D and 3D views and guide their users towards the cheapest petrol and the best parking spaces available. Rand McNally - Founded in Chicago, Illinois, Rand McNally's unusual name isn't the only feature that allows the company to stand out from the crowd. Their iconic 'road atlas' model is arguably regarded in the GPS world as an art form. The company has come a
long way since publishing their first road map, the New Automobile Road Map of New York City and Vicinity in 1904 and now largely focuses on maintaining the map for the lifetime of their technology. Our Top Picks If you are looking for the best GPS RV, we recommend Garmin Portable GPS RV. This device offers everything you might need while driving your RV, and it's our top
product choice. It's ideal for RV owners who want GPS that will be suitable for a long time. It offers lifetime maps and traffic updates to make sure you won't get lost. This GPS RV is also loaded with an extensive directory of American RV parks and services available, which helps you find the perfect camping spot with the amenities you want. You get on-the-road guides as well as
useful suggestions and helpful identifiers wherever you drive. Drive.
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